Arkansas Bureau Of Vital Statistics
Nursing assistants - bureau of labor statistics Nursing assistants, sometimes called nursing aides, help provide
basic care for patients in hospitals and residents of long-term care facilities, such as nursing homes. orderlies
transport patients and clean treatment areas. U.s. census bureau quickfacts: united states Quickfacts united
states. quickfacts provides statistics for all states and counties, and for cities and towns with a population of
5,000 or more. Bureau of labor statistics' occupational outlook handbook The occupational outlook handbook is
the government's premier source of career guidance featuring hundreds of occupations—such as carpenters,
teachers, and veterinarians. revised every 2 years, the latest version contains employment projections for the
2016-26 decade. Adoption courier, the assistant stork vital recs & sec of Florida . vital statistics (updated 12/17)
1217 n. pearl st. jacksonville, fl 32202 . 904-359-6932 or 6934 904-359-6900 for recording ext 1029 . office
hours: 8am-5pm Arkansas department of corrections Job fairs and hiring events. the adc is currently hiring at
the following correctional facilities: tucker unit | maximum security unit tucker unit News and south arkansas
events | yes radio works Radio works is a cluster of three radio stations in south arkansas. kcxy y95 is a 100,000
watt country station, kamd k97 is a 50,000 watt adult contemporary station. kmgc magic 104.5 is a 5000 watt
urban station. Health and medicine - encyclopedia of arkansas Arkansas long had a reputation for being sickly
because much of the state supported large mosquito populations, carrying malaria, yellow fever, and other
diseases. Medical assistant certificate training program Job outlook. according to the u.s. bureau of labor
statistics, employment of medical assistants is projected to grow 29 percent from 2016 to 2026, much faster than
the average for all occupations.
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